Coastal Division Managers Meeting
September 25, 2018
The meeting was held at Denny's restaurant and began at 12:30 pm. In attendance
were Billy Walsh, Darrell Davies, T.J. Alexander, Tony Spataro, and Jerry Kaplan.
It was announced that the annual WSSA picnic was cancelled and the golf tournament
has been rescheduled by Walter Aaron to October 15 at the Castle Bay golf club.
A brief discussion was held and a reminder that e-mails with a negative connotation be
cc'd only to those with a need to know.
The importance of roster integrity was discussed and Kaplan thanked all who were
instrumental in accomplishing that.
There was brief discussion on next Spring's protection and draft numbers. It was
generally agreed the "protected" players number would be historically high but subject
to other unknown developments. Parity results justify this approach as well as an
unusually high number of players who have indicated they want to return.
Gary K. will be asked to post League W-L standings based on the accumulative first half
and partial second half results to-date. These are the final season records and will be
used to determine seeding throughout the double elimination Tournament. These
records are be posted on the Website.
Next week, Oct 2, we will have a non-standing, not-for-the record game scrimmage as
the original schedule planned but at Ogden Park at 9:30 A.M. Thursday of next week
will also be played there, Teams TBD.
We are anticipating at least 5 to 10 Legacy players will be needed to supplement the
games. Chip, please advise players if they are interested.
Walter, please request from Tanya McGee, 253-2670 if we can use two fields on
October 9 & 11 for a two-day tournament. Umpires will be needed for the Tournament.
Finally, winter practices and pickup games will begin in late October dependent on field
availability. Managers please notify your players and have them keep an eye on the
web site. Thanks for a great season, guys.
Jerry Kaplan

